4 – Decentralization

WHEN THE FLOW OF OIL STOPPED:
CUBAN EXPERIENCES
How the crisis called the “special period” affected Cubans after the collapse of Socialism in Eastern
Europe is the focus of reflections upon those times by Cuban engineer Fernando Martirena, a
founder of CIDEM, with Swiss architect Kurt Rhyner, a founder of Grupo Sofonias, both key players
and motors of The EcoSouth Network.
In celebration of its 20th anniversary EcoSur will publish their reflections as a series on their
website.

4 – ATTEMPTS TO COPE:
DECENTRALIZATION
The way the economy had been organized in
Cuba from 1959-1990 could not resist the
impact of the dramatic drop of the energy
supply, something we could call “Cuban peak
oil”, and the country had to seek ways to cope
with the new situation. Following are insights
into attempts to cope focusing upon
decentralization, transportation, food provision
and housing.
The country’s productive infrastructure was
organized through ministries (energy, sugar,
agriculture, education, health, machinery, etc.)
with a pyramidal structure. The head or center
was in the capital city, with a delegate at
provincial level. The enterprises had a centrally
conceived plan that included a list of the
resources allocated by the government, and the
social and commercial commitments for their
production. The level of independence of such
enterprises was extremely low, as every
decision should be consulted at central level.
Regular
meetings
of
all
provincial
representatives and control visits from the
ministries were common, both associated with
huge transportation costs. Allocation of
resources to the enterprises and the delivery of
their goods to the final recipient was often a
nightmare in terms of logistics because of huge
transportation and storage costs.
Scarcity of resources forced many Cuban
enterprises to shut down operations. Lack of
fuel for transportation and the poor quality of
the communication system at the beginning of
the 1990s weakened contact between the
central ministries and their enterprises at

grassroots level, especially those located in
distant regions. Productive activities in the
sugar, nickel and tourism industries were given
priority. A strategy was devised and
implemented to maintain the main social
services (health, food provision, housing,
education), but these ministries also suffered
from shortages of resources.

El Capitolio, foto by digitaldevoltion

The Cuban leaders reckoned that the priority
was to “preserve the achievements of
Socialism” and the only possible choice in
those turbulent times was to decentralize.
The Cuban Armed Forces Ministry (MINFAR)
was the pioneer in decentralization. It realized
that preserving the social achievements was a
strategic decision, and evolved from a
budgeted, subsidized institution, to a modern
and flexible industry, which was able to survive
as an institution, but also contributed with the
well being of the Cubans throughout those
times. Raul Castro, at that time Minister of
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MINFAR and later became the President of the
country, emphasized the importance for the
independence of the country of the social
programs like food provision and declared in a
speech “beans were more important than
canons”

regulations
to
save
energy
through
decentralization mandates the body to be
transported from Provincial Capital to Provincial
Capital more than 1000 km across the Island,
as each province must provide the
transportation to the next one.

The local governments were given the task of
mobilizing their own local resources. The
ministries instructed their enterprises in the
provinces to contribute towards solving the
problems of their surroundings, basically in the
municipalities. This empowered the local
governments and for the first time in recent
History they became the real leaders in terms of
development. The engagement of local
governments sparked many local initiatives,
which spread very quickly through the country,
some of which will be briefly highlighted:

On the road, they keep crossing paths with
Mariano, a playboy trucker with a woman at
every way station. He and Gina recognize each
other: he was her student and wrote her of how
much he loved her, then dropped out of school
in embarrassment. Parallel to the absurd
journey of the deceased body develops a love
story leaving Adolfo, the politician, in ever more
embarrassing situations.
It is significant that even in difficult times, the
Ministry of Culture financed and promoted
films, criticizing central aspects of Cuba. Many
might remember “Fresa and Chocolate” which
a year earlier had been nominated for the Oscar
in the foreign film category.

Urban agricultural program

CIDEM Team

Guantanamera
Kurt Rhyner

Vast extensions of land developed for
agriculture had become unproductive, partially
because the farmers who used to work on the
state-owned farms were concentrated in rural
settlements
located
distant
from
the
plantations. Lack of fuel to transport the
workforce and the products became a burden
for this system of production and caused a shift
to urban vegetable gardens, located close to
urban settlements.

Guantanamera is a 1995 Cuban film directed
by Tomás Gutiérrey Alea and Juan Carlos
Tabío. It is a macabre but elegant comedy,
making fun of the entrenched “top to bottom”
bureaucracy. It received international prices and
raised at the time some concerns within the
party (Cuban Communist Party).
The film is about a tumultuous journey of a
corpse from Guantanamo to Havana. When
Aunt Yoyita dies during a visit to Gina in
Guantánamo, Gina, along with Yoyita's
childhood sweetheart, the aging Cándido, must
take the body to Havana. To their annoyance,
Gina's overbearing husband Adolfo, a
punctilious undertaker and party hardliner,
takes charge of the journey. New Government

Urban agriculture

International experiences such as agroponics
and organoponics were successfully introduced
in Cuba. New organizational schemes were
tested, which enabled workers to share the
profits while leasing the land used for the food
production. In the blink of an eye, these
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beautiful gardens sprouted everywhere. Not
only did they employ thousands of Cubans
productively, most of all they contributed greatly
to the quality and quantity of food provision in
Cuba during those harsh times, and still
continue to do so.
Manufacture of “low energy consumption
materials”
The reduction in energy supply reflected in a
significant drop in the production of cement
and steel for construction, the main materials
for the technologies utilized in Cuba during
1959-1990 for the massive construction of
houses. The more than 60 prefabrication plants
operating in 1990 were forced to close
operations or to drastically decrease their
production. As Cubans view housing as a right,
the housing program continued to be a priority,
but the scarcity of materials and energy gave
birth to local initiatives to produce “low energy
consumption materials”. The term “low energy
consumption” indeed reflected the needs of
that period, to continue to produce with as little
energy as possible, that is, to produce locally,
with
alternative
materials.
International
experiences in “low cost housing” were
successfully introduced in Cuba, mainly by
Cuban and international NGOs engaged at
community levels. A wave of creativity shook
the entire nation and inspired many academics
and practitioners –among them those at
CIDEM- to develop new ways to produce
materials and build houses.

cuality controls

Improvements to the production techniques
and ways to use materials like clay or mud,
bamboo and pozzolans generated a variety of
viable alternatives to replace steel and
concrete. A frenetic boom of self-help
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construction programs sprouted on the
outskirts of the main cities, individual houses of
new design. Despite some disappointments,
these rather quixotic responses to those special
times contributed immensely to the quality of
life of Cubans, and sheltered thousands of
families who otherwise would have had to wait
many years for their house.
Spare Parts Forum (Forum de Piezas de
Repuesto, FPR)
The blockade imposed by the USA since the
early 1960s prompted a creative reaction from
Cuban technicians. Cuba is well known for the
vintage “Chevies” and Fords that still run
although the supply of spare parts dried out in
1960. Technicians developed special skills to
locally produce and repair spare parts for
almost anything, skills that played a crucial role
when the supply of spare parts from Eastern
Europe also declined.

The Spare Parts Forum, FPR, launched before
1990 received top priority in the Special Period.
Innovative individuals worked hard to cope with
the huge problems that industry faced during
these years. In 1995 the FPR evolved to
become the Science and Technology Forum
(Forum de Ciencia y Técnica, FCT), thereby
including scientists and innovators from broad
and diverse sectors
of the society.
Collaboration among all sectors to keep
industry afloat was the definitive attribute of
these innovators. Every municipality was
represented at the FCT and simple workers
could share their experiences with top scientists
and technicians. The universities and research
centers became deeply involved in these
activities. Thus, the FCT became a major player
in the survival of Cuba during the Special
Period.
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Cement or precast concrete?
In 1993 an international conference on housing
was held in Habana. Fernando Martirena was at
the time busy devising the new materials and
technologies that would eventually replace the
materials and technologies used before the
crisis, which were strongly dependant on cheap
energy and transport. He had taken to the
conference two of the main rising stars of
CIDEM: a prefabricated system to erect houses
based on a combination of hollow concrete
beams and panels, and a system to locally
manufacture a pozzolanic cement that would
partially replace the scarce Portland cement in
normal applications. In a casual encounter with
Kurt Rhyner, also present in the event,
Fernando
proudly
showed
the
new
prefabrication system, which could speed up
house construction and increase productivity.
As a side comment, he mentioned the
development of pozzolana cement. To
Fernando’s surprise, Kurt gave little attention to
the novel prefabrication system and politely
moved the conversation on to the new type of
cement. While Kurt acknowledged the
importance and relevance of the prefabricated
system, he forecast that it would not prevail, for
“construction systems you can always find”. In
contrast, Kurt remarked that this new cement
could turn things over, and create a revolution
in low cost manufacture of building materials.
Fernando left the event confused and a little
disappointed. Few years later very few spoke
about the prefabricated system, while the
pozzolana cement, by the time called CP-40
became the focus of attention of the scientific
community in Cuba and in many parts of the
world. Fernando deepened the study of the
material and in 2004 he successfully submitted
his second doctorate (for the degree of Doctor
in Science), based on the work he did with the
pozzolana cement and its applications. CIDEM
has gained international recognition in the area
of supplementary cementitious materials,
probably because of Kurt Rhyner’s visionary
approach.
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